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h&act. Thz question of implementability and expressive power of equational axiom definitions 
of data abstr:&ons is faced in the paper from the point of view of computability theory. 
A definition of implementable algebra is given, which looks reasonable and very general. With 
respect o the given definition it is proved tha:, if the least congruence semantics is accepted, an 
equationally defined data algebra is implemertable if and only if the least congruence on terms 
induced by the equational definition is decida5le. Moreover, the paper shows that there are: (a) 
equationally defined data algebras that cannot be implemented; (b) implementable algebras th,at 
cannot be expressed in any way by equational axioms. 
. Inlroduction 
In last years, data abstractions have been introduced as one of the most powerful 
tools to design good and reliable programs [2,9, 10, 5, 151. 
Some new programming languages embedding such tools have been specifically 
devised and experimented [13, 161, while much work has been done in order to 
clarify the mathematical aspects of data abstractions, 
According to tie algebraic point of view, a data abstraction is defined by means of 
a finite set of equational axiom schemas, which relate terms of a word algebra Tz 
built u:poq a signature C. Any set of equational definitions will denote an algebra Tz 
quotknt some congruence relation that satisfies all the given equations [5,11,3]. In 
[ 11,3:1 it is suggested to assume the finest of such congruence relations, which always 
exists. 
Data abstractions must be implemented, if they are to be exploited in actual 
programming; besides, it is important that equational specifications allow the 
definition of all the algebras to which programmers may be interested. 
otl:s the implementation and the power of equationally defined data abstractions 
are considered in the literature. IJsually they are debated as relative pro 
indeeCI discussions concern ntation of data abstractions in terms o 
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definition directly implements the data abstraction, since computations are 
developed by an interpreter of the equational axioms themselves [4, (t]. 
On the contrary, in the authors’ knowledge, questions concerning the implemen- 
tability and :he power of equationally de ned data abstractions, in the sense of t 
computability theory, are seldolm considered and solved in the literatul c. 
the enunciation of some open problems. 
The paper aims at facirag such1 problems directly. Anyway, it answes*s only some of 
the possible questions. In the authors’ opinion, further work should be $one in order 
nd in a completely saktisfying way the computational aspects of equational 
specifications of data abstractions. 
The following notations will be used in the paper: 
- A Z-algebra will be denoted Isy (D, ED), where C is a signature, D the set of 
carriers of the algebra and XD a family of operatiions uch that, for any ip E 2, e?D 
exists in Co with 
CT0 : D arity(a) + Drange(c). 
- As usual TX denotes the set of all terms built upon the sigrature 2, bus it will also 
be used to denote the word-algebra (TX, &), tNhere 2~ has the :Jell-known 
tree-constructed literal interpretation. 
- Tz/= will denot: the quotient Z-algebra of TX with respect to the congruence 
relation = ; such algebras will be called quotient algebras throughout the paper. 
- An Ax-algebra (axiom-X-algebra) is a quotient algebra TX/=“, where ~8’ is the 
least congruence relation (whlich always exists [3]) satisfying a finite set %’ of axiom 
schemas of the form LIB = RHS, with LIIS and R:HS variable C-terms of the same 
sort. 
In the sequel, we will make frequent (sometimes implicit) references to the fact 
that, for any set % of axiom schemas, the congruence relation =’ is semidecidable. 
This section aims at giving a reasonable and very general definition of implemetit- 
able algebra. First, let us charalcterize a class of algebras which must be considered 
le by definition. 
A computable X-algebra (C-algebra) is a Z-algebra (D, &), where 
nite family of carriers of 
sets (0, 31,2, . . . ) iv), go 
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(b) &J = (UD : is a finite family of functions, N arc 
morotonic with respect o the usual ordering: 
&,d’iff d=d’ord=w,; 
each function can be computed by a machine for example a Turing machine, 
tssuming that bottom values stand for non-termination and vice: versa; i.e. for any 
CT E .E: with arity(a) = ~1s~ l l l sk and range(c) = s we have that V(dI, d2, . . . dk) E 
s, S2’ ‘Sk with (dl, d2, . . . , dk) as input halts yielding d E 0, as result iff 
~+o(tlr, &, . . . z dk) = cl with d + ws. 
Now, let us give the definition of implementable algebra. 
algebra. 
. An algebra is implementable 2 it is isomorphic to a computable 
Sometimes, algebras could be implemented without exploit& partial functions, 
i.e. without introducing bottom elements. Formally, let us give the following 
definition. 
efinition 3.3. An algebra is said to be totally implementable iff it is isomorphic to a 
C-algebra whose carriers do not contain any bottom element. 
To conclude this section, we give a definition and a theorem, which may be useful 
to show implementability of algebras. 
efi&ion 3.4. An algebra & = (A, Zz) is mergeable into an algebra 9? = (B, 2;) 
(with .Zb 2 Z”) iff an injective homomorphism h : & -+ %I exists. 
As usual, h (&) will denote the algebra image of c(;lQ into 99 through h ; since h is 
injective, & is isomorphic to h&Z). 
healrenn 3.1. An algebra & = (A, 21) is implementable iff it is mergeable into a 
C-algebra 9 = [D, S”,), with (h,(A,)) sEs recursively enumerable (RE). 
roof, The ‘only if’ part follows from Definition 3.2. To verify the ‘if’ part let 
: ~4 -* 9 be the injective homomorphism. For etch ,,ort s, h,(A,) is RE. Then, all 
elemlents of h,(A,) -(o,} can be effectively coded either by N or by a finite subset 
W,L.., n} of N (if h,(A,) is finite), while os can be coded by 01 (if w,: a 
exists). Now, let us call 6)’ the family of cod sets so obtained :and 43 : h Ml + 
coding function. Then the C-algebra 9’ = ( ) whose operations are defined by 
VUECO cq,Jd;, d;, . 0 . , d;) = d3(q.,(@-‘(d;), (c-‘(d;), . . . , C-“(dk))) 
isomorphic to & by construction. Therefore &? is tmplementab 
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TO conclude this section, we note that from the proof of Theorem 3.1 it follows 
immsdiately that an algebra (A, 2~) is totally implementable iff it can be merged into 
a C-algebra, with (h,(A,)) s E s recursive enumerable containing no bottom element. 
Intuitixrdly a representation of a quotient Z-algebra TX/= is an arbitrary set of 
terms which are not congruent each other and can, therefore, bc used as valid 
representatives of the classes they belong to. 
The concept of representation and representatives appears in varI+us forms in the 
literature [5,6,8,4] and it is often considered in connection to the imlzlementation of 
Ax-algebras. This section establishes ome results about the existence of represen- 
tations and the existence of decision procedures for the congruence relations, to be 
used in the rest of the paper. 
Formally, representations and representatives can be defined as follows: 
~~~i~i~ A partial representation of a quotknt Z*-algebra TZ/= is a subset 
R c Tz of terms called representatives, uch that distinct elements of R represent 
distinct classes of =, i.e. 
VP’, r” E R r’ # r” =+ r’ * r”. 
A representation i§ total when it contains representatives for each class of =. A 
representation is sRid to be recurskye if the prcdicata: t E R is dec?labJe and recursive 
enumerable (RE! if the predicate is semidecidable. 
In the sequel, we denote by B(::) the representative of the congruence class of a 
term t, if the representative xists, 
The next two theorems tate the equivalence off th.e decidqbility of the congruence 
= of T& with the existence of a recursive total representation for T+. 
. If’ a quotient algebra E, where =I is a semi-decidable congruence 
relation, has a total E representation , then = is decidable. 
. Given an drbitrary term t, the r 
found starting in parallel the mat 
congru to t and the elements of 
Inck 5% (t) will certainly appea 
have; 
entative $$j (t) certainly exists. It can be 
and M’, which enumerate the terms 
rations. Since, given two terms t’ 
t’ = t” e %! (t’) = !gi? (t”), 
e relation t’ 5 t” k le. 
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If = is a decidable congruence over 7 E, then there exists a total s~ecurske 
ake use of one of the ssibk ef ective enumerat 
can be obtained as L.U. 
f partial representations oDnstructively defined by : 
The set R = Uzo Ri is recursive. In fact, excluding the trivial case t = to, for arly 
given term t = t,, with n > 0 the decision test is by construction: 
not congruent with to, tl, . . . , tn_l 
t is a representative 
2 t is not a representative. 
From the Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 we have the following corollaries’ 
.l. Let&be an Ax-algebra ; if d has a total WE representation, then a total 
recursive representation fur .d exists. 
orolky 4.2. Let J& be an Ax-aigebru TX/=; a total recursive representation for 54 
exist; iff the congruence = is decidable. 
Let us note that Theorem 4.1 shows that the notion of ‘canonical term algebra’ [3] 
generally leads to non-R.E representations; indeed Ax-algebras exist for which the 
congruence is non-decidable. 
5. hpkmentability of Ax-algebras 
This section establishes connections between quotient algebras (particularly Ax- 
algeblras) and the notion of implementable algebra as characterized in Section 3. 
* If a quotient algebra TX/= is implementable, then a total RE represen - 
tation: for it mwt exist. 
li. Let (D, 2~) be the C-algebra isomorphic to Ts/= and !et h be the 
machine, associated to the operation symbol a; which c:~mputcs t’r,~ iunction GD. 
’ The corollaries hold, more generally, for quotient algebras TJ- with = semidecidable. 
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Now, let us consider the function ‘V: Tr; + 
%“(a) = aD( ) (constant case), 
First, we show that ‘V is computable, since a machine can be de ‘sned such that 
A-&-, with a term t as input, terminates yielding C& as output iff “u”(t) =d, # We. 
In fact iit may be sufficient hat, when applied to t, haviour of the 
composition of machines with a tree structure id the term t. 
To overcome the difficulty due to the possible non-termination oJ the machines, 
the simul;ntion may work as follows: 
achine of the tree composition is started with undefirted values as inputs; 
- whenever a machine halts: (i) each machine of the tree cozlposltion belonging 
to the subtree rooted in A4 is stopped; (ii) the machine the result yielded 
by A4’ is addressed to (i.e. the father of A4 in the tree composition), is stopped and 
immediately restarted in order to expXoit he newly generated information. 
Moreover, A& owns the following property: 
t, t’ E Tz V(t) = %r(t’)et = t’. cw 
Indeed, by definition, =V is the unique homomorphism from the initial pkgebra TX to 
(D, &); then, property (5.1) can be easily derived considering Gre following 
diagram: 
where h is the isomorphism be;ween T-y/= and (D, &-J) and g the unicue 
homorbborphism from TE to Tz/=. 
Finally, a FE representation can be constructed exploiting A&: 
- apply to all the terms of TX, using any enumeration of TX and the ‘dovetail’ 
technique; 
tc=rminates with f as input, t can be assumed as a representative, 
iven result is different from all the prmeviously given results (cf. (5.1)). 
Representatives are generated ~for all the congruence classes excluding, for each sort 
s, the Class Cs sue ws, if such a class exists, However, for each of the 
excluded classes, a rekl’esentative. So, the 
partial representation coi[~str procedurt can be (not 
ectiv4y) extende 
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. The theorem derives immediately from ThetJrems 4.1 and 5.1. 
The following theorem characterizes compl&ly the class of i 
algebras. 
Given any Ax-algebra Tr/=, 
(111 TX/= is totally implementable; 
the fallowing statements are equivalent: 
(2 I TX / = is implementable 
:3:1 = is decidable. 
We prove that: (i) 1 + 2, (ii) 2 + 3, (iii) 3 + 1. 
(:i) A total implementation is a particular case of implemen;ation. 
(ill) The fact follows from Theorem 5.2. 
(iii.) The proof is given for the one-sorted case only; it can bc easily generalized to 
the many-sorted case. Because = is decidable, a total recursive representation R 
must exist, by Theorem 4.2. The representatives can be coded by l+J, the natural 
numbers (or by a finite subset (0, 1, . . . , n} if R is finite). Let Q= : R + N be the coding 
function and let us define the C-algebra (N, &J, where each operation (By is 
computed by a machine A&, according to the following rule: 
Mm with (nr, n2,. . . 9 nk) as input, gives as result lthe natural number 
C(B(u(@-‘(nl), C’(n&, . . l , P(nk)))). 
MO decodes all the inputs in order to find the corresponding representatives 
( Tl, r2, l 0.9 rk}; then it gives out the codz of the representative of the class of ihe krm 
a(r1, r-2, . . . , rk). Note that, given a term t, the representative of the class it belongs to 
can be effectively found (see the proof of Theorem 4.1). 
By construction the coding function @ realizes an isomorphism between TE/= ana% 
(N, 2,); then TX/= is totally implementable according to Definition 3.3. 
he power of Ax-algebras 
In this section two theorems are given in order to characterize the power of: 
gebras with respect to the implementability concept,. 
. There exist Ax-algebras which are not implementable. 
The thesis derives from Theorem 5.3 and from the fact that Ax-algebras 
= is non-decidable exist. 
Theorem 6.1 _. say s that equational specifications allow the definition of non- 
implementable algebras, i.e. algebras which are not isomorphic to any C-a 
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lpla 6.1. There exist implementable quotient algebras TX/= with = not even 
semidecidable. 
Proof. Let us consider the one-sorted algebra 
% = (hi W(W), {STOP?., SWCC, O,)), 
where the operations 0,, SUCC,, have the usual meaning, with SUCC,(o) = o. The 
function STOP?, is defined as flollows: 
Vnl, nzEN 
0, if the Turing machine of index nl h&s with the 
STOP?,(nl, rzz) = initial tape coded bly n2, 
W, otherwise. 
By definition % is a C-algebra under the natural extension 
Vx E N w {w} STOP?&, x) = STOP?,(x, (0) = w. 
It is not difficult to show that % is isomorphic to the quotient algebra Tx,a/=‘, where 
- 2’ = {STOP?, WCC, 0); 
- s” is defined by: 
vt, t’ETp t = “ t’ e V(t) = Olr(t’), 
where “c’ : 7”~ + N u {w) is the function which, for any t, t’ E T’u, is defined as 
T(O) = o,, “Ir(SUCC(t)) = SUCC,(v(tj), 
“Ir(STOP?(tl, tz)) = STCN’?,(V(tl), V(Q). 
However & cannot be semidccidable, otherwise the Hahling Problem would be 
solvable. In fact, let us consider the machines M,,,, and A&,, which enumerate the 
classes of terms evaluating to 0, and o respectively. To solve the problem 
STOP?,(nl, Q) it will be sufficient o check which of the two enumerations the term 
appears in. 
Ax-algt. bra. 
ere exist impkmenrable algebras which cannot be merged into any 
non-semtdecidable. Let 
table quotient algebras TX/= with = 
e 
e 
facl comes out immediately if one: 
x-algebra the congruence is semidecidable; 
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( ii) notes that, given any two quotient algebras ti = T+ and &’ = TX+=‘, if & is 
nto ,sz!’ and =’ l IS semidecidable ( ecidable), then = too is semi 
heorems 6.1 and 6.2 are probably two different aspects of the same fact: that is to 
say, as one might expect, it is not possible (in eral) to capture properties, dealing 
on-termination, by equational axioms. e explicitly, given a C-algebra, it is 
not possible, in general, to make equationally congruent all the terms corresponding 
to non-terminating computations. The feeling is that, when trying to express the 
equalities among terms of a given C-algebra by equational axioms, non-terminating 
terms will be generally spread over an infinite set of congruence classes, which does 
not admit a RE total representation: otherwise non-termination would be semide- 
cidable (the fact is not difficult to prove). The fragmentation of the undefined values 
mdy explain the result of Theorem 6.1, i.e. the existence of non-implementable 
Ax-algebras. 
In the previous sections we considered some subclasses of the set of quotient 
algebras T’/= with generic signature C. The results about the relationships among 
quotient algebras with = decidable and semi&cidable, Ax-algebras and imple- 
mentable algebras can be represented by the dagram in Fig. 1. 
Let us add some comments. An algebra TX/= with = strictly semidecidable cannot 
be implemented because, by Theorem 5.1, a total RI5 represenzation skoulcl~ exist 
and then, by Theorem 4.1, = would be decidable. 
As defined in Section 2, Ax-algebras are strictly included into semidecidable 
quotient algebras; the fact has been shown, even for the case of algebras with 
de ridable congruences, by the well-known ‘traversable stack’ [ 121. However, the 
class of Ax-algebras can be extended according to the following definition: 
Ax-algebras 
Fig. 1. 
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1 . The Ax-algebra spscified by (S, (‘, 2, X’, 8) (where S’ and 23’ 
represent hidden sorts and hidden operators respecltively and g is a finite set of 
equations possibly using variables of hi&en sorts and hidden operators) is the 
2 -,algebra TX/=, where = is definecl by 
vt’, t” E TX t’s t” e t’ zg t”. 
In other words, TX/= is obtained from T~,~$=’ by deleting 
containing hidden operators and, possibly, some coqgruence classes. 
ere are good reasons to conjecture that such an increment of power can cover all 
emidecidable congruences. Anyway, this cannot change the -ature of the 
problems suggested by Theorem2 6.1 and 6.2. They clearly show that the least 
congruence (or initial) semantics has an implementable counterpart only when = is 
decidable, To overcoye this problem it seems necessary to consider silrne different 
semantics. For example, it has been suggested [6]: “NW values may be ;;ssumed 1.0 be 
the same unless provably different”, Anyhow, it is not clear to the aut 
points of view can solve the problems posed by Section 6 of the paper. 
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